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Cloud of things (IoT + 

Cloud Computing)



• Idea behind IoT and the Cloud computing is 

increase efficiency in the day to day tasks, 

without disturbing the quality of the data 

being stored or transferred. 

• Since the relationship is mutual, both the 

services complement each other effectively. 

• The IoT becomes the source of the data, while 

the Cloud becomes the ultimate destination 

for it to be stored.

• Companies likes Amazon AWS, Google and 

Microsoft will become the undisputed leaders 

of Cloud IoT Services, making the challenge 

even more worthwhile.



Some more Reasons which Highlight the Importance of the Cloud in 

the World of IoT are:

Reduced cost of ownership: The Cloud technology provides ample 

resources to businesses so that they do not have to spend through the nose 

on setting up their infrastructure. In the absence of on-site systems, 

hardware and software, the IT department is more focused on their day to 

day up keeping activities, which are often an evident benefit with the 

Cloud.

Business continuity programs: The Cloud computing is capable of 

running businesses even in the midst of sudden disasters. Since the data is 

maintained on additional separate servers, there is no imminent danger to 

the private data, making the Cloud an indispensable part of Internet based 

firms.



How will the IoT and the Cloud Expand?

Startups: As more and more Cloud vendors pop up, startups will continue 

to evolve and become more efficient, making the technology flow stronger 

yet smoother. The transition from one source to another will become a 

cinch, making the Cloud a strong place to function.

Developing countries: The strongest and biggest source of revenue for 

the Cloud comes from the developing countries, as they are trying to play 

catch up with the times. However, this revenue will drastically dip, once 

these countries are able to adopt their technology to the Cloud, marking 

the adaptation as complete.





Application areas of Cloud of Things (CoT) :

•Healthcare

•Smart home

•Smart city

•Smart energy

•Smart mobility

•Smart surveillance

•Environmental monitoring
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Issues in Cloud of Things (CoT) :

•Security and Privacy

•Unnecessary Communication of data

•Energy Efficiency

•Protocol Support

•Resource allocation

•Location of data storage


